
Sphere Coffee Table

Item number:  N812256-75

Size: 155x80x33 cm (LxWxH)

Net weight: Approx. 128 kgs



This page lists the contents included in the box. 
Please take the time to identify the hardware as well
as the individual components of the product. As you 
unpack and prepare for assembly, place the contents
on a carpet or a padded area to protect them for damage.
Please follow the assembly instructions closely. Improper
assembly can result in personal or property damage. !

CONTENTS INSIDE THE BOX:
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Align the three balls according to the pipes attached
to the table top. (There is no specific distance, just try to
align them approximately so that the holes in the middle
of the balls can fit the pipes already attached).

Ball A Ball B Ball C

Simply insert the pipes in the balls, aligning pipe A with ball A, pipe B
with ball B and pipe C with ball C.
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We appreciate weather beaten objects and the authenticity of raw materials.

The polished and ”perfect” marble has here been replaced by natural cracks to enhance the

table’s raw charm. Since every table is unique, variations in colour and pattern may occour.

The table has been polished to enhance the colour and pattern as well as for basic protection,

But to maintain surface protection we advice you to polish the table once per month with

paraffin oil for the first six months. This will keep stains and dirt from settling directly.

Keep in mind that marble is a sensitive material - spills that are left unattended will leave

permanant stains and marks on your table.
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C!e instructi"s

Handle your new pieces with love!

To ensure that your new furniture keeps looking beautiful,
please read through the following care instructions.

Clean surfaces with a dry or damp soft cloth.

Do not use abrasive cleaners.

Do not use furniture wax or polish.

It is recommended to use coasters to protect the surface from heat and water.

Do not leave spills unattended.

Protect from heat and liquids.

Do not use oils or liquids with artificial colour.

Periodically check and tighten hardware as necessary.

Metal may oxidize with exposure to moisture.


